The origin of the low-lying nature of the N*(1440), or Roper resonance, has been the subject of significant interest for many years, including several investigations using lattice QCD. The majority of lattice studies do not observe a low-lying excited state energy level in the region of the Roper resonance. However, it has been claimed that chiral symmetry could play an important role in our understanding of this resonance. The purpose of this study is to systematically examine the role of chiral symmetry in the low-lying nucleon spectrum by directly comparing the clover and overlap fermion actions. To ensure any differences in results are attributable to choice of fermion action, simulations are performed on the same set of gauge field configurations at matched pion masses. Correlation matrix techniques are employed to determine the excitation energy of the first positive parity excited state for each action. The clover and overlap actions show a remarkable level of agreement. We do not find any evidence that fermion action chiral symmetry plays a significant role in understanding the Roper resonance on the lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION
The true nature of the Roper resonance (N(1440) 1 2 + P 11 ), the first positive parity excited state of the nucleon discovered in 1964 via a partial wave analysis of pion-nucleon scattering data [1] , is a long standing source of debate. The puzzlement surrounding the Roper arises from the discrepancy between the level ordering predicted by otherwise successful quark model calculations, and the energy of the resonance observed in nature. With an energy of 1440 MeV the Roper is the lowest lying resonance in the nucleon spectrum, sitting even below the first negative parity excitation, the (N(1535) 1 2 − S 11 ) state. This is a reversal of the ordering predicted by simple quark models, which place the energy of the positive parity P 11 state well above that of the negative parity S 11 state.
This apparent discrepancy persists in lattice QCD calculations, with the majority of lattice calculations obtaining an energy level for the first positive parity nucleon excitation that sits high relative to the measured Roper energy, even at physical quark masses. The exception to this is the χQCD group, which using overlap fermions in combination with the Sequential Empirical Bayes (SEB) analysis method [2] are able to find a low-lying positive parity excited state on the lattice with an energy that in the chiral limit is consistent with the Roper resonance in nature [3, 4] .
It is clear that some controversy persists regarding how the Roper resonance in the continuum manifests on the lattice [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The χQCD collaboration advocate that their result is directly associated with the use of overlap fermions and stress the importance of implementing exact chiral symmetry when investigating the nucleon spectrum. They motivate this by pointing towards the success of chiral soliton models, based on spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, predicting the ordering of the Roper and S 11 state observed in nature and the contrasting failure of various, otherwise successful quark models, to do the same [14, 15] . Furthermore, motivated by the increased coupling of the overlap action to ghost states in the quenched approximation, it has been postulated the the overlap action may provide better access to pion-nucleon physics on the lattice [3] . On the other hand, even in the absence of a low-lying lattice energy level, it has been shown using effective field theory that it is possible to reconcile the lattice Wilson-type results with experiment by describing the infinite-volume Roper as a resonance generated dynamically through strongly coupled meson-baryon channels [16] .
In light of these differing perspectives, it is important and of interest to perform a systematic investigation of the role of chiral symmetry in the nucleon spectrum [17] . This is the aim of this study, where we directly compare results obtained from simulations respectively employing the overlap and clover fermion actions. To ensure that any discrepancies between the respective simulations are entirely attributable to the choice of fermion action, both simulations are performed on the same set of gauge field configurations, at matched pion masses, and analysed utilizing identical correlation matrix techniques.
Calcuations are performed at three values of the valence quark mass. The lattice energies of the ground and first positive parity excited state are computed for each action from variational analyses, additionally yielding effective mass and eigenstate projected correlation functions which are also compared. Our final analysis avoids the selection of fit regimes, instead presenting the lattice results directly.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II briefly reviews the background and methods used herein, and outlines the correlation matrix analysis technique. Section III describes the simulation parameters and results, with conclusions presented in Section IV. Nucleon spectroscopy on the lattice is typically performed using Wilson fermions, with clover [18] and twisted mass [19] being the most common variants used today. The (unimproved) Wilson fermion matrix is given by
where ∇ is the central finite difference operator, ∆ is the lattice Laplacian (or Wilson term), and m w is the Wilson mass parameter [20] . The addition of the Wilson term successfully circumvents the infamous fermion doubling problem present in the naive lattice formulation. However it also explicitly violates chiral symmetry. The challenge in solving this dilemma is made manifest by the Nielson-Ninomiya No-Go Theorem [21] [22] [23] , which prevents the existence of a doubler free, local, chirally invariant formulation of fermions on the lattice that retains the correct continuum limit. The Ginsparg-Wilson relation [24] {D,
where D is some lattice Dirac operator, offers a means to circumvent the No-Go theorem by providing a softly broken implementation of chiral symmetry on the lattice. Developed as a solution to the Ginsparg-Wilson relation, the overlap formalism [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] is a formulation of fermions on the lattice which satisfies an exact, lattice deformed chiral symmetry. The massless overlap Dirac operator is given by
where (H w ) is the matrix sign function applied to the kernel, H w . Typically the kernel is chosen to be the Hermitian form of the Wilson Dirac operator, H w = γ 5 D w , but other choices are valid and in particular the use of a kernel that incorporates smearing can have numerical advantages [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . When used as a matrix kernel, the Wilson mass parameter m w must be chosen to have a negative value in order to be in the topological region, with am w = −1 being the canonical value at tree level [38, 39] . Due to the presence of the matrix sign function, simulations which implement the overlap formalism are of the order of one hundred times more computationally expensive than those with Wilson type fermions. As such, it is far more common to employ Wilson fermions in a hadron spectrum calculation, where we expect the explicit breaking of chiral symmetry on the lattice to have a negligible impact.
However, one cannot immediately dismiss the possible role that the fermion action might play in examining the nucleon excitation spectrum. It is known that the coupling of interpolation fields to lattice hadron states is action dependent, and so it may be the case that a lowlying Roper-like state couples strongly with the overlap action but weakly with Wilson type actions.
The non-perturbatively improved clover action has been used extensively in previous studies of the nucleon excitation spectrum, and for this reason we choose to use this form of Wilson fermions in our comparison. The clover fermion matrix is given by
where σ · F is the clover term and c sw is the clover coefficient, which can be non-perturbatively tuned to remove O(a) errors. The quark mass for Wilson fermions is usually specified by the hopping parameter,
In this work the overlap matrix kernel used is the Fat Link Irrelevant Clover (FLIC) fermion action [31, 40] ,
where the Wilson and clover terms are constructed of stout smeared links with 4 sweeps of smearing at ρ = 0.1. The massive overlap Dirac operator is defined as [41] 
where 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 is the overlap fermion mass parameter, representing a mass of µ 1−µ . The external fermion propagator calculated using overlap fermions requires the subtraction of a contact term. After solving the linear system for a given fermion source ψ,
each solution vector is modified as follows
in order to construct the external overlap quark propagator [28, 42] ,
Defining the bare mass m 0 via
through the above subtraction of the contact term, it is possible to show that
and that exact chiral symmetry is obeyed
just as in the continuum [29] .
A. Correlation matrix analysis
Previous studies by χQCD [3, 4] obtained the nucleon excitation spectrum from overlap fermions with the Sequential Empirical Bayes method (SEB) [2] . The majority of results from other groups use a variational analysis.
Here we use the same correlation matrix method to extract the nucleon excitation spectrum for both actions in order eliminate any other potential dependencies and perform a direct comparison of the results obtained from the clover and overlap fermion actions.
Variational correlation matrix techniques [43, 44] are well established methods for successfully producing hadron spectra from correlation functions [45] . First, a basis of N operators is chosen such that any states of interest are contained within the span. An N × N matrix of cross correlation functions,
is constructed, where χ j and χ i are the creation and annihilation operators of the interpolating fields, respectively. The parity projection operator
projects out definite parity at p = 0. Defining G ij ( p, t) = Tr (Γ G ij ( p, t)), we can write the Dirac-traced correlation function as a sum of exponentials,
where λ α i andλ α j are the couplings of χ i and χ j at the sink and source respectively, and m α is the mass of the α th energy eigenstate. We search for a linear combination of operators
such that φ andφ couple only to a single energy eigenstate. From Eq. (16) we see that
and note that we can now find u α j and v α i for a given choice of variational parameters (t 0 , dt) by solving
and
the left and right handed eigenvalue equations with eigenvalue c α = e −mαdt . G ij is symmetric in the ensemble average so the improved estimator 1 2 (G ij +G ji ) is employed to ensure the left handed and right handed eigenvalues match. As G ij is diagonalised by u α j and v α i at t 0 and t 0 + dt it is possible to write the eigenstate projected correlation function as
To extract eigenstate masses, we construct the effective mass function
and apply standard analysis techniques outlined in Ref. [46] .
III. RESULTS

A. Simulation Parameters
Computations are performed on the 32 3 ×64 PACS-CS 2 + 1 flavor ensembles [47] at κ = 0.13754 providing a lattice spacing of a = 0.0961 fm and a sea quark mass corresponding to m 2 π = 0.1506(9) GeV 2 in the Sommer scale with r 0 = 0.49 fm. The clover and overlap calculations employ identical sets of 100 configurations. Anti-periodic boundary conditions in time are applied for both actions. An operator basis is constructed for each action using 16, 35, 100, and 200 sweeps of Gaussian smearing [48] at the source and sink with smearing parameter α = 0.7.
We select input parameters which minimise the computational cost of evaluating the matrix sign function of the overlap kernel (H), where H ≡ γ 5 D flic and D flic is the FLIC fermion matrix [31] . The Wilson term and clover links benefit from 4 sweeps of stout-link smearing at ρ = 0.1. The Wilson mass parameter is set to am w = −1.1, corresponding to a hopping parameter value of κ = 0.17241 in the kernel. The evaluation of the inner conjugate gradient is accelerated by projecting out the subspace corresponding to the 80 lowest lying eigenmodes of the overlap kernel and evaluating the sign function explicity. Overlap propagators are calculated at three values of the overlap mass parameter µ = 0.0628, 0.1205, 0.1815, corresponding to pion masses of m π = 0.4347(32), 0.5776(30), 0.6980(31) GeV respectively. We note the lightest mass is similar to that considered in Ref. [3] .
We compute the pion correlation functions for each action with 100 sweeps of source and sink smearing. To ensure the pion masses of the respective actions match, we tune the clover hopping parameter by performing a linear fit to the square of the pion mass as a function of 1/κ. Solving for the κ values corresponding to the overlap pion masses, we obtain κ = 0.13742726, 0.13703168, 0.13661366. The clover coefficient takes its non-perturbative value of c sw = 1.715. Running the clover simulation with these tuned input parameters, we obtain pion masses which closely match those of the overlap simulation. Masses for both actions are presented in Table I . While the pion masses are carefully matched, both lattice fermion actions have O(a 2 ) errors that will lead to small discrepancies in the nucleon mass spectrum. However, these differences are small relative to the 300 MeV differences discussed in Ref. [3] .
B. Correlation matrix analyses
For our comparison, we employ the correlation matrix techniques discussed in section II A. As we are only concerned with the ground state and first positive parity excited state, we construct a 4 × 4 correlation matrix from our operator basis of source/sink Gaussian smearings (N sm = 16, 35, 100, 200) and select t 0 = 1 relative to the source at t s = 0 and dt = 3. Standard analysis techniques [46] provide the results reported in Table II and plotted in Fig 1. All corresponding clover and overlap nucleon ground and first excited state masses are in statistical agreement. The small systematic differences are likely associated with the aforementioned O(a 2 ) errors in the fermion action.
These results are dependent on specific choices for the variational parameters and fit windows. To make our results more robust we investigate further, initially avoiding the selection of fit windows. Here we compare the eigenstate projected effective mass and correlation functions for each action. Specifically, we compare how the first excited state compares to the ground state for each action without fits. We do this in two ways.
First, we consider the effective mass functions obtained from the eigenstate projected correlators as in Eq. (22) . We then take the ratio
for each action, where M 0 eff and M 1 eff are the ground and first excited state effective mass functions. This scales the first excited state mass function for each action in terms of their respective ground states, eliminating any differences which arise from ground state discrepancies and placing the focus on the excitation energy. To compare the actions we take the ratio
As a second point of comparison, we consider the eigenstate projected correlation functions directly. We take the ratio
for each action, where G 0 and G 1 are the ground and first excited state projected correlation functions. We construct the effective mass splitting
corresponding to the mass splitting of the first excited state and the ground state for each action, respectively. Taking the difference
we obtain the difference between the mass splittings produced by each action. Both D(t) and R(t) are plotted in Fig. 2 for each mass regime. We note that D(t) = 0 or R(t) = 1 correspond to no difference in the excitation energies produced by the clover and overlap fermion actions.
It is important to demonstrate that these highly correlated ratios and differences can be described with the full covariance matrix χ 2 /d.o.f. ≈ 1. Hence, we evaluate the agreement of the difference D(t) and the ratio R(t) with the constants zero and one, respectively. The reduced χ 2 values of each fit with 2 t 6 are reported in Table III . These values confirm there is negligible difference between the clover and overlap actions with respect to the nucleon spectrum, and show no evidence for the existence of a low-lying lattice excited state.
The final step in our comprehensive analysis is to explore other variational parameters t 0 and dt. Systematic errors in the correlation matrix analysis enter as O(e −(E N +1 −E N )t ) for an N × N correlation matrix. To this end we seek t = t 0 + dt large. However, we also require t 0 small to ensure statistically accurate information is captured from excited state contributions before they are Euclidean-time supressed. Table IV presents the χ 2 /d.o.f. values for the results discussed in Table III , this time focusing on the lightest quark mass, closest to the sea quark mass. Again, analyses of D(t) = 0 and R(t) = 1 return acceptable χ 2 /d.o.f. values. Fig. 3 displays results corresponding to Fig. 2 , this time for the variational parameters t 0 = 2, dt = 3.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the role of chiral symmetry in the nucleon excitation spectrum is systematically examined. Results obtained from simulations employing non-chiral clover fermions and chiral overlap fermions are compared. To ensure that any observed differences or discrepancies in the results are attributable to choice of action the simulations were performed on the same set of gauge field configurations at three matched pion masses. All corresponding clover and overlap nucleon ground and first excited state masses are in statistical agreement. Further analysis was conducted, showing that the ratios of the first excited and ground state effective mass functions and mass splittings are the same for each action.
The results show a remarkable level of agreement between the clover and overlap actions. Hence, we do not find any evidence supporting the claim that chiral symmetry plays a significant role in understanding the Roper resonance on the lattice.
